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Blue Öyster Cult - on track
every album, every song

Jacob Holm-Lupo
6 x 8 in. paperback
160 pp
39 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-007-1
USD 21.95

Every track recorded
by this hugely
influential hard rock
band from Long
Island, best known
for their iconic hit
‘(Don’t Fear) The
Reaper’.

Blue Öyster Cult - on track is a song-bysong analysis of the discography of Long
Island’s greatest sons, the Blue Öyster
Cult. Dubbed ‘the thinking man’s heavy
metal band’ and celebrated by critics,
fans and musicians since their debut
album in 1972, the band carved a unique
path in hard rock history by combining
chops, humour, occultism, poetry,
jazz chords and pop sensibilities. Best
known for their FM radio hits ‘(Don’t
Fear) The Reaper’ and ‘Burnin’ For You’,
Blue Öyster Cult’s discography is in fact
a treasure trove of fascinating, everevolving music by a band that was never
afraid to explore, and never had the
slightest respect for genre boundaries.
The band’s influence stretches from

seminal metal bands like Metallica to
cult acts like Current 93 and their music
has been heard in movies like Scream
and Halloween and has been quoted by
Stephen King.
This book combines the author’s
analyses of Blue Öyster Cult’s songs with
insights from band members and people
who worked with the band through
the years. It is the ultimate companion
for a deep dive into the catalogue of a
band whose music is both inscrutable,
fascinating and rewarding. From the
canonized first four albums through their
controversial 80s output and all the way
to their revitalization and comeback in
the late 90s, this book treats every era of
the band with equal respect.
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Genesis - on track
every album, every song
Stuart MacFarlane
6 x 8 in. paperback
160 pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-005-7
USD 21.95

Every track recorded
by this famous
group that started
as progressive
rock artists and
became one of the
most successful
rock bands on the
planet.

From schoolboy band to sold out stadium
tours and worldwide album sales of over
100 million, Genesis were one of the
defining progressive rock bands of the
seventies, playing a huge part in shaping
the genre. Over a career spanning forty
years from formation to the world
reunion tour of 2007, they developed and
adapted through many changes, some of
which polarised their existing fans but
drew countless new ones. While Foxtrot
and The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway
helped define progressive rock, it was the
three-piece line up of Tony Banks, Mike
Rutherford and Phil Collins that became
the real hit-makers, with albums like

Invisible Touch and We Can’t Dance and
massive hit singles like ‘No Son of Mine’
and ‘Land of Confusion’.
Fifteen studio and six live albums
later, including four consecutive US top
ten albums, fans still live in hope of yet
another reunion tour which so far hasn’t
been ruled out. This book will take
you on a journey through their entire
catalogue, taking each album in turn and
examining every track. It is an anthology
from the viewpoint of a lifelong fan
and it is hoped that this stirs many old
memories as it has done for the author
and provides an insight for newer fans of
the band.
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Queen - on track

every album, every song
Andrew Wild
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-003-3
USD 21.95

You’ve seen the 2018
hit film Bohemian
Rhapsody, now
read in detail about
how every song was
made.

Everyone knows Queen and their
most famous songs. ‘Crazy Little Thing
Called Love’, ‘Another One Bites the
Dust’, ‘Under Pressure’ and ‘Bohemian
Rhapsody’ were huge hits wherever
anyone could hear a radio. However,
many contemporary reviews were savage,
and yet their songs – from the radiofriendly hit singles to the early prog rock
epics, from the cod-heavy bombast to
the jazz pastiches, from the introspective
ballads to the thumping anthems –
continue to be heard all around the
world.
This book examines Queen’s music,
album by album, track by track, in detail.
Where possible, recourse to the original

multi-track master tapes has provided
extra insight. Those familiar hits are
revisited, but the classic album cuts - like
‘Liar’, ‘March of the Black Queen’, ‘Death
on Two Legs’, and ‘Dragon Attack’, are
given equal precedence. The book also
examines the changes that these same
four musicians went through – from
heavy and pomp rock to pop as the chart
hits began to flow – with a keen and
unbiased eye. Whether as a fan your
preference is for the albums A Night at
the Opera, Jazz or Innuendo this detailed
and definitive guide will tell you all you
need to know. Queen had strength in
depth. These are the songs on which a
legend was built.
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Yes - on track

every album, every song
Stephen Lambe
6 x 8 in. paperback
160 pp
48 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-001-9
USD 21.95

Every track recorded
by this archetypal
progressive rock
band during their
illustrious 50-year
career.

Yes, whose celebrated 50 years as a
band in 2018, are the archetypal 1970s
progressive rock group. Playing powerful
and adventurous music when it was
briefly part of the mainstream, the band
thrilled millions with their iconic albums
and epic live shows. Records like Fragile
and Close to the Edge helped define an
era and although the band dissolved at
the end of the decade, Yes emerged once
again with 90125, a streamlined, modern
sound in the 1980s and a US number one
hit single in ‘Owner of a Lonely Heart’.
The band continue to release albums and
play live into the new millennium.
This book features each one of the

band’s twenty-one studio albums,
highlighting the many high points, and
the rarer missteps, as well as focussing
on the changes in band dynamics,
which led to some varied – but always
interesting – music over almost fifty
years of recording. Also discussed are
the band’s many live recordings plus a
short guide to the band’s performances
on DVD. The only book to feature
coverage of the 50th anniversary
celebrations, this is the most up to
date and comprehensive guide to the
band’s music yet written and will be
essential reading for Yes’ legions of fans
worldwide.
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Emerson, Lake & Palmer - on track
every album, every song

Mike Goode
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
33 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-000-2
USD 21.95

Every track recorded
by this archetypal
progressive rock
‘supergroup’ over
their 25-year
recording career.

Emerson, Lake & Palmer were, without
question, one of the great rock bands
of the 1970s. Selling millions of albums
across the globe, and with all three
members winning awards for their
dazzling musical ability, ELP were no
ordinary group. Their pioneering
attitude was adored by their legions
of fans, none more so than in the USA,
where they toured widely in the first
half of the decade. However, ELP were
the embodiment of the dinosaurs that
punk sought to kill. However, just like
their peers – Yes, Genesis and Pink
Floyd – they survived punk’s onslaught,
continuing to make albums until the

mid-90s and touring right until their final
concert, a headlining performance at
London’s High Voltage Festival in 2010.
This book charts their rise, via
every track on all nine of their studio
albums recorded between 1970 and
1994 including Tarkus, Trilogy and
Brain Salad Surgery. Key recorded live
performances – such as 1971’s Pictures
at an Exhibition – are also included as
well as overviews on all three member’s
solo projects, With informed insight
and information, this is the ultimate
guide to the band’s music – a must-own
companion to Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s
recorded legacy.
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Deep Purple & Rainbow 1968-1979
- on track
every album, every song
Steve Pilkington
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
40 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-002-6
USD 21.95

The full story of
the ‘classic’ albums
recorded by these
remarkable bands
during their most
creative period.

Few would deny that Deep Purple were
one of the most influential and popular
heavy rock bands to emerge from the
melting pot of the late 1960s. They went
through several line-up changes, and
stylistic shifts, before splitting up for the
first time in the mid 1970s. Talismanic
guitarist Ritchie Blackmore carried the
spirit on when he formed Rainbow after
leaving Purple in 1975, particularly through
his partnership with legendary singer
Ronnie James Dio. Deep Purple reformed
some years later, of course, but many
consider this original, sometimes turbulent,
decade to be their most significant.
Steve Pilkington puts his focus on the
period from Shades Of Deep Purple in
1968 through to the first dissolution of the

band after Come Taste The Band in 1976,
via such classics as Machine Head and In
Rock. He also discusses first four Rainbow
studio albums, including the classic
Rainbow Rising and the hit-laden Down
To Earth album in 1979, taking a look at
every song from every album in detail. He
also discusses live recordings plus DVD
and video releases. The result is the most
exhaustive guide to the band’s music
yet produced, as critical opinion rubs
shoulders with facts, trivia and anecdotes
to provide a fascinating ‘alternative
history’ of these revered bands. Whether
you are a hardcore fan or simply want
a guide through the world which lies
beyond ‘Smoke On The Water’, this book
is for you.
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Jethro Tull - on track
every album, every song

Jordan Blum
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-016-3
USD 21.95

Every track recorded
by this most iconic
and popular of
British groups, who
mixed progressive
rock with folk and
blues to produce a
unique and hugely
influential sound.

It’s nearly impossible to discuss the
history of rock music without praising the
monumental quality, impact, variety, and
boldness of Britain’s Jethro Tull. Named
for an eighteenth-century agriculturalist –
and not after their striking front-man Ian
Anderson - the group almost immediately
became one of the most ambitious, and
significant acts in two subsections of the
genre: progressive rock and folk rock.
Officially formed in 1967, mastermind
Anderson and company initially forged
a blues course before veering in a more
diverse, and expansive direction. Their
early 1970s period – which is often
considered their peak – took them close

to progressive rock via iconic album
cuts like Aqualung and lengthy narrative
suites like Thick as a Brick and A Passion
Play, both number one hits in the USA .
Like numerous peers at the time (ELP,
Rush, Yes, and King Crimson, to varying
degrees), Tull then embraced the more
commercially accessible demands of
the 1980s– complete with a fair share of
both synthesisers and hard rock. Moving
album by album, this book will examine
the behind-the-scenes circumstances and
motivations for each release via a trackby-track analysis to acutely observe why
Jethro Tull were – and always will be – of
invaluable ‘benefit’ to rock music.
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The Rolling Stones 1963-1980 - on track
every album, every song
Steve Pilkington
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-017-0
USD 21.95

The full story of
the ‘classic’ albums
recorded by this
most iconic of
British rock groups,
during their most
creative period.

The Rolling Stones. Still going strong
and defying the doubters, over 55 years
since their formation, they possess a
longevity almost unheard of in popular
music – especially with three of the five
original members still present.
The majority of people, however,
would surely consider their work
during the ‘60s and ‘70s to be their
most creative, influential and original,
from the early R&B material through
the psychedelic experimentation of
Their Satanic Majesties Request, the
country/blues flavourings of Beggars
Banquet, the louche swagger of
Sticky Fingers and Exile On Main

Street through to the mature and
sophisticated feel of the more complex
Goats Head Soup. With ‘new boy’ Ron
Wood replacing Mick Taylor in 1975,
the band returned to basics a little
more with the album Black And Blue
and a resultant world tour.
The band have continued as a major
force since the turn of the ‘80s, but
it is that period up to 1980 - by far
their most creative – which this book
looks at, studying in depth every single
song released during the band in that
time, via factual, anecdotal and critical
analysis. It’s only rock and roll, but this
is the ultimate study.
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The Beatles - on track
an A-Z guide to every song

Andrew Wild
6 x 8 in. paperback
368 pp
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-009-5
USD 26.95

Completely unique,
this book is the
ultimate reference
guide to the Beatles,
analyzing every song
they recorded or
performed.

The Beatles - on track analyzes every
single song that the Beatles recorded
or performed - whether live or in the
studio - from the most famous, to
the most obscure. The songs that the
Beatles performed mirror the history
of rock and roll. From the hard-won
reputation as the thrilling live act in
the Cavern and Hamburg, through
to their own classic early songs, the
Beatles developed as performers and
songwriters of rare distinction. They
were always one step ahead of their
competition. And then, they mastered
the studio. In 1965 and 1966 they
increasingly pushed the boundaries
of what a pop band could achieve,
before breaking down the walls for Sgt

Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.
Writer and music collector Andrew
Wild has gathered together every
known Beatles song and every known
performance – every studio take, every
live recording, every release, every
session. In this book, the full breadth of
available Beatles music has been collected,
catalogued, listened to and analysed, then
presented in a format that’s easy to read.
There are almost 1,000 songs, from the
very famous to the very obscure, from
the dazzling to the dire. They produced
over 1000 recorded versions, over 300
different songs performed in concert,
nearly 600 different songs recorded, close
to 400 different songs released. If you’re a
Beatles collector, you need this book.
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Roy Wood - The Move, ELO and
Wizzard - on track
every album, every song
James R. Turner
6 x 8 in. paperback
144pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-008-8
USD 21.95

The full story of this
iconic songwriter’s
work, including
the early days
of ELO and his
collaborations with
Jeff Lynne.

From the heart of the country, and the
vibrant musical scene that rotated around
Britain’s second-largest city Birmingham in
the mid 1960s, came a plethora of creative
rock groups. Roy Wood, together with
several other well-known Birmingham
faces, left their respective bands to form
The Move, an innovative group due to
Roy’s distinctive song-writing style, and
the bands unique vocal harmonies. They
became regulars on famed British TV
show Top of the Pops, and had the first
ever single to be played on BBC Radio
1. Meanwhile, in Birmingham, Roy’s
replacement in the Nightriders, Jeff Lynne,
had formed a band of his own - The Idle
Race - taking Lynne’s musical vision into

more psychedelic territories. These two
brilliant songwriters were also close
friends, and Wood persuaded Lynne to
join the Move followed by a new project,
the Electric Light Orchestra, before a
parting of the ways led to Wood forming
Wizzard.
This book examines the music
recorded by Roy Wood as a solo artist,
plus The Move, early ELO and Wizzard,
while an appendix also covers the three
albums recorded by the Idle Race. Taking
in genres such as rhythm and blues,
psychedelic pop, progressive rock and
glam, this masterful - often unsung songwriter and musician helped set the
musical blueprint for the early 70’s.
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Seinfeld - Seasons 1 to 5 - on screen
an episode guide

Stephen Lambe
6 x 8 in. paperback
144pp
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-012-5
USD 19.95

A guide to all 84
episodes of the first
five seasons of this
classic situation
comedy series
produced between
1990 and 1994.

When the final episode of Seinfeld aired
on 14 May 1998, an amazing 76.3 million
Americans tuned in, making it the most
popular situation comedy is US television
history. Co-created by Larry David, this
‘comedy about nothing’ made celebrities
of its four stars: stand up comedian Jerry
Seinfeld; comedian and actor Michael
Richards who played eccentric neighbour
Kramer; Julia Louis-Dreyfus who played
Jerry’s former girlfriend Elaine and Jason
Alexander as his volatile, insecure best
friend George. Completely unique in its
outlook and execution, the success of the
series lay in its early years, able to develop
its own style below the radar as a minor
network hit, before reaching a mass public
with its fourth season in 1992. Classic
episodes discussed here include: ‘The

Junior Mint’, ‘The Chinese Restaurant’,
‘The Puffy Shirt’ and the ground-breaking
‘The Contest’.
Much analyzed during its time on
screen, the show has not been reevaluated for many years. Now, over
twenty years since the series finished,
Stephen Lambe’s timely and superblycrafted new book examines Seinfeld’s first
five seasons episode by episode, tracing
the development of every character,
catchphrase and quirk, from the series’
embryonic pilot episode in 1989, to its
status as an Emmy award-winning show by
the time that season five wrapped in 1994.
While the show was a huge success in the
USA, it was also a cult hit across the globe
and its legacy continues into the new
millennium.
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Powell & Pressburger - on screen
every movie, every star
Sam Proctor
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-013-2
USD 21.95

A detailed
examination of
the key films of
these two hugelyinfluential filmmakers, most active
in the 1940s.

Michael Powell (1905 – 1990) and
Emeric Pressburger (1902 – 1988),
under the umbrella of their production
company The Archers, created some
of the most innovative and creatively
original films of the 1940s and 50s. This
partnership, between the quintessentially
English Powell and the Hungarianborn Pressburger who made Britain his
homeland, made at first predominantly
lyrical and visually arresting black-andwhite films (including A Canterbury Tale
in 1944 and I Know Where I’m Going! in
1945) but are perhaps most celebrated
for their work making the very best use of
the highly saturated hues and sumptuous
nature of Technicolor (Black Narcissus,

1947 and The Red Shoes, 1948).
Arguably their best-known work,
A Matter of Life and Death, 1946,
combines monochrome and Technicolor
to showcase to great effect some of
their favourite themes of love, duty and
compassion. The duo gave us comedy
too, perhaps most notably in their first
Technicolor work, The Life and Death
of Colonel Blimp (1943), but even when
treated with the lightest of touches the
things that bind us inescapably to our
fellows are ever present. Sam Proctor’s
superbly-researched book guides us film
by film through the career of this iconic
duo, whose aim was to show us the
universal truths about our humanity.
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Audrey Hepburn - on screen
every film, every role

Ellen Cheshire
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
32 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-011-8
USD 21.95

All 26 films in
which this enduring
female icon starred
analyzed and
reappraised.

Audrey Hepburn - on screen will trace
Audrey’s career from her early life in
occupied Belgium, through her earliest
screen glimpses in such classic British
movies as The Lavender Hill Mob and
Laughter in Paradise in the late 40s/early
50s, the enduring classics such as Roman
Holiday, Sabrina, The Nun’s Story,
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and My Fair Lady
from the 50s and 60s. Before moving on
to the later, less well known films: Robin
and Marian, Bloodline, They All Laughed
and Love Among Thieves.
In total, she made only 26 movies,
not many considering her film career

spanned 44 years. Of those films, Audrey
was the star of only nineteen but yet
they include some of the greatest films
of all time, and provide a record of a
young girl, who grew from a Princess, in
William Wyler’s 1953 Roman Holiday,
to an Angel in Steven Spielberg’s 1989
Always. But she wasn’t just an angel
on screen - in the last years of her
life she fulfilled that role off-screen
as well, when she became a Goodwill
Ambassador for UNICEF.
Audrey Hepburn - on screen will
provide an overview of this enduring
icon of the silver screen.
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Carry On - on screen
every movie, every star
Stephen Lambe
6 x 8 in. paperback
144 pp
39 color photographs
06/28/2019
978-1-78952-004-0
USD 21.95

All 31 of the Carry
On films - which
were made between
1958 and 1992 reviewed in detail.

When Carry on Sergeant became a big
hit in British cinemas in 1958, not even
the most optimistic of its cast or crew
believed that it would become the first
of a 31-film franchise. The series went
on to become one of the most successful
and well-loved in British - and indeed
world - cinema. Beginning as relatively
gentle comedies, the humor broadened
during the late 60s, taking on a bawdy
quality that at its best was as hilarious as
it was risqué. Sid James, Barbara Winsor,
Kenneth Williams, Joan Sims, Jim Dale
and Charles Hawtrey - these were just
some of a superb repertory company

whose careers have been defined by their
appearances in the Carry On series.
Lifelong fan Stephen Lambe discusses
each of the films in depth, celebrating
the team’s greatest moments, while
examining in equal detail some of the
lesser-known or less successful editions
of the series. He also celebrates well
as some of the unsung performers and
the iconic home counties locations that
made the Carry Ons such a success. With
plenty to excite both casual and diehard
fans, Carry On - on screen is the perfect
reference guide to this remarkable series
of movies.
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